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‘I always return equally humbly to the same:
To give form, alright, but to what?’1

– Juhana Blomstedt’s Art and Thought
1970–80
Emmi Halmesvirta, MA student, University of Helsinki
This article is published as a result of a three-month research internship
at the Finnish National Gallery

Introduction
My painting deals with astronomy, history, psychology, politics, culinary art, anatomy,
obsessions, warfare, reproduction, erotica, gravity, diving, whirls, bobbins, velocities,
atmosphere, animal and plant kingdoms, minerals, statistics, aesthetics, mathematics
etc. phenomena and with such things. If my painting cannot convey my personal ‘pathos’,
my sense of reality, I have failed.2
With this note from 1974 I want to start my endeavour to reveal how the artist Juhana
Blomstedt’s (1937–2010) thinking has formed the core of my research during the internship
period at the Finnish National Gallery. Blomstedt’s career spanned many decades from the
late 1950s3 until the 2000s. In this article I specifically focus on one decade in his career – the
1970s. I chose the 70s in order to study his development as an artist and thinker at an early
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‘Yhtä nöyrästi palaan aina samaan: Antaa muoto, OK mutta mille? […].’ Juhana Blomstedt’s
notebook, entry likely in January 1980. 6/3. Juhana Blomstedt Archive (JBA). Archive Collections
(AC), Finnish National Gallery, Helsinki (FNG). The numbers before JBA refer to the numbers of the
notebooks and files. All translations in this article are by the author.
‘Maalaukseni on tekemisissä astronomian, historian, psykologian, politiikan, keittiötaidon,
anatomian, obsessioiden, sodankäynnin, lisääntymisen, erotiikan, painovoiman, sukeltamisen,
hyrrien, kelojen, nopeuksien, atmosfäärin, eläin- ja kasvikunnan, mineraalien, statistiikan,
estetiikan, matematiikan ym ilmiöiden ja asioiden kanssa. Ellei maalaukseni pysty välittämään
persoonallista “paatostani”, todellisuudentunnettani, olen epäonnistunut.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s
notebook, 8 July 1974. 5/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
The curtain for the hall of the Finnish Adult Education Centre in Helsinki, from 1958, can be
considered his first major commission.
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Juhana Blomstedt in 1972, in Minneapolis. Photographer unknown. Juhana Blomstedt Archive.
Archive Collections, Finnish National Gallery
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Ainur Nasretdin

and pivotal stage in his career. He had had his true artistic breakthrough in 1966.4 Moreover,
I wanted to study his use of the grid, which I knew he had experimented with, but how and
to what purposes I had no idea. Curiously, in the 70s Blomstedt seems to have occupied
an interface between a promising young artist and a mature artist, one who had grounded
his place in artistic circles. This impression came to me via newspaper articles from 1973,
as he was, on two separate occasions in that year, considered part of both the younger
and the older generation of abstractionists.5 This led me to think that this artist and his art
are not easily categorised or defined, and this complexity is something I was interested in
exploring further.
This article will explore the ways in which Juhana Blomstedt developed or changed
his thinking during the 1970s and in order to do that it is necessary to consider his many
occupations. Blomstedt was not only an artist, but also a professor, a theorist and writer. As
a writer he was industrious, expressing his ideas concerning art, art theory and philosophy
among other topics. From his abundant writings, letters and notes, it is clear that his manner
of writing varied depending on the purpose and the audience for whom they were intended.
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Ville Lukkarinen. ‘Juhana Blomstedt’, in Rakel Kallio, Veikko Kallio, Saara Salin & Helena Sederholm
(eds.), Pinx. Maalaustaide Suomessa: Siveltimen vetoja. Porvoo: Weilin + Göös, 2003, (132–35) 133.
During the same year, in 1973, in two different exhibition reviews he was called in one of them ‘our
international constructivist representing the younger generation’, then in the other ‘a constructivist
of the older generation’. See Raimo Viitala. ‘Rakenteellista taidetta, taiteen rakenteellisuutta’,
Tyrvään Sanomat, 24 February 1973 and Raimo Reinikainen. ‘Merkintöjä kuvataiteesta’, Kansan
Uutiset, 11 February 1973.
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His personal notebooks contain a blend of diary-like personal entries and art theory. As an
artist Blomstedt worked full-time, taking on commissions for public works, collaborating with
the prestigious Galerie Daniel Gervis in Paris from 1970 onwards6, as well as participating in
solo and group exhibitions in Finland and beyond. He also held a position as a visiting fine
arts professor in the United States in 1971 and for a year taught at the Minneapolis College
of Art and Design. This was an opportunity which had opened up for Blomstedt thanks to his
collaboration with Daniel Gervis.7
In this article I study the archive documents and sketches related to Blomstedt’s career
in the period 1970–80. It does not cover comprehensively everything in his artistic career in
this period. Instead, I will expand on selected writings, drawings and lecture notes in order to
dive deeper into some of the artist’s thoughts and discuss them in the broad framework of
modernism. Initially, I approached the previously unstudied material with the aim of studying
aspects of Blomstedt’s creative process and writing about his methods of planning and
drafting his works. As I familiarised myself with his personal and public writings and realised
how rich in content and ideas they are, the central questions of this research project shifted
more towards formulating Blomstedt’s outlook on art and connecting them to the issue of
his artistic processes, which now to me seem almost inseparable. Consequently, I started to
approach the archive material with questions such as how his writings related to his artistic
process or how his thoughts formed an essential part of these processes and, additionally,
how he developed or changed his thinking during the 1970s. The aim was to reflect upon the
relationship between theory and practice in certain contexts by using Blomstedt’s material as
a kind of case study.
The corpus of primary sources is comprised of Juhana Blomstedt’s notebooks,8
sketchbooks and sketches between the years 1970 and 1980. The notebooks belong to
the Juhana Blomstedt Archive in the Archive Collections,9 the sketchbooks and sketches to
the Art Collections of the Finnish National Gallery (Ateneum Art Museum). The notebooks
and sketchbooks contain texts, drawings and calculations.10 Additionally, I looked at the
press cuttings collection in the Archive Collections of the Finnish National Gallery, including
exhibition reviews and artist interviews, which in turn illuminate the discourse around
contemporary art at that time. The material in both the Juhana Blomstedt Archive and the
art collection is prodigious and leaves room for further research, as this article does not aim
to cover the material in its entirety. For biographical information I have primarily used the
biography compiled by Timo Valjakka.
This article will first look at Blomstedt in relation to the modernist art tradition and
take into consideration the various categorisations that permeated the art discourse during
the 1970s. I will then discuss Blomstedt’s professorship in Minneapolis and the case study of
his use of the grid, which chronologically overlap to some extent. The second case study deals
with the whirl. Lastly, this article will consider Blomstedt’s ideas about form.
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In 1970 Juhana Blomstedt had his first solo exhibition at the Daniel Gervis gallery, which kickstarted
a long-lasting collaboration. See Timo Valjakka. ‘Elämäkerrallisia tietoja’ (Biography), in Timo
Valjakka (ed.), Juhana Blomstedt. Helsinki: WSOY, 2007, (103–15) 106.
Imy Douillard. ‘Elämää muovikuutiossa’, Eeva 2/1973.
Altogether there are nine notebooks in the Juhana Blomstedt Archive that have clearly been dated
by Blomstedt himself to 1971–80, these have been numbered as notebooks 2–10. Notebook 1
dates from around 1968–69. Some of the notebooks overlap chronologically, but I have for sake
of consistency numbered them according to the first possible date. Notebooks 2–10 are all in
the file 3.
Overall, the archive material in the Juhana Blomstedt Archive consists of notebooks, c-cassettes,
photographs, slides, negatives, letters, exhibition catalogues, publications and other exhibitionrelated material, various documents from receipts and applications to material from the Fine Arts
Academy of Finland among others.
Both the notebooks and the sketchbooks contain figurative drawings, for instance self-portraits,
portraits, still-lifes and landscapes, which will not be concentrated on in this article, although they
were part of Blomstedt’s art production.
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Blomstedt and modernism
As this article looks at Juhana Blomstedt’s artistic presence in the broad framework of
modernism, the concepts of ‘modern’ or ‘modernist’ become significant. The terms were first
coined in Paris during the 19th century and ‘modern’ as an adjective was used by the writer
Charles Baudelaire.11 Art described as modern, art that was in a new way conscious of itself as
part of a tradition and wanted to separate itself from a said tradition and past art, dates back
to the late 19th century.12 By the time that Blomstedt was working, during the latter half of
the 20th century and into the 21st century, modernism in art had validated its place – by the
1960s it had lost its early rebelliousness.13 Blomstedt is in this article considered part of this
continuation. What is here referred to as modernist art or modernism is the framework from
which he worked that can be looked at as a kind of chain of influence during the 20th century
that begun with what Briony Fer calls the first generation of abstract painters, including Piet
Mondrian, František Kupka, Kasimir Malevich and Wassily Kandinsky.14 To offer one possible
definition for ‘modernist’ art, it is, according to Clement Greenberg, art that uses the typical
media for itself in order to criticise itself.15 This implies that modernist art is inherently
conscious of itself, its tradition and its nature and uses this meta-knowledge to reinvent itself
and reconsider its means.
Based on Blomstedt’s correspondence it is possible to imagine some of the issues
under discussion in Finnish modernist art circles during the 1970s. Blomstedt, a multilingual
intellectual from an artistic family16 was confident with the pen, writing in Finnish, French or
English, and corresponded extensively with friends and acquaintances about art, philosophy,
literature, religion and architecture and, on some occasions, commenting on social conditions.
Among the people he wrote to at that time are the architect Juhani Pallasmaa, artists Sam
Vanni and Paul Osipow, as well as the author Pekka Suhonen. He was also friends with the
writer-poet Pekka Parkkinen.
An important figure for Juhana Blomstedt during his last years of study was Sam
Vanni (1908–92).17 Considered a key figure in early Finnish abstraction, it was through his
teaching and art that Vanni made an impact on an entire generation of artists.18 As regards
Vanni himself, seeing French modernist art by Henri Matisse and Victor Vasarely had a very
important role in orienting his own painting slowly towards abstraction.19 Later on Blomstedt,
who had sought out Vanni as his teacher at the Fine Arts Academy of Finland,20 would not
only be inspired by his tutor, but also by French art. By the time of Blomstedt’s breakthrough
in 1966, influential artists for him – such as Vasarely, Mondrian, Malevich, Kandinsky, Fernand
Léger and Paul Klee – were already considered modern classics.21
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Jaakko Lintinen. ‘“Myrskyisä edistys” saatteeksi’, in Jaakko Lintinen (ed.), Modernin ulottuvuuksia.
Jyväskylä: Gummerus, 1989, (4–15) 5.
Jaakko Lintinen mentions Clement Greenberg, who pinpointed the start of modern art to Édouard
Manet continuing with Impressionists. Lintinen, ‘“Myrskyisä edistys” saatteeksi’, 5–6.
Lintinen, ‘“Myrskyisä edistys” saatteeksi’, 7.
Briony Fer. On Abstract Art. New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2000, 7
Clement Greenberg. ‘Modernistinen maalaustaide’, in Jaakko Lintinen (ed.), Modernin
ulottuvuuksia. Jyväskylä: Gummerus, 1989, (133–45) 133.
Yrjö Juhana Blomstedt was the son of the ceramic artist Heidi Blomstedt (née Sibelius) and
architect Aulis Blomstedt, and the grandson of the composer Jean Sibelius. He grew up in Helsinki.
See for example Valjakka, ‘Elämäkerrallisia tietoja’, 103.
Juhana Blomstedt studied at the Fine Arts Academy of Finland in 1957–61. He was taught by Erkki
Koponen and Tapani Raittila and later on by Sam Vanni. Valjakka, ‘Elämäkerrallisia tietoja’, 103.
‘As a result of their work an entirely new generation of artists was grown’, Tuula Karjalainen
regarding Sam Vanni and Unto Pusa. See Tuula Karjalainen. ‘Opettaja ja esikuva’, in Tuija Kuutti
(ed.), Sam Vanni – opettaja ja esikuva. Helsinki: Art-Print Oy, 2008, (19–27) 19.
Sam Vanni’s interest in abstract art was ignited during his year-long visit to Paris in 1947. Tuula
Karjalainen. ‘Sam Vanni taiteilijana’, in Tuija Kuutti (ed.), Sam Vanni – opettaja ja esikuva. Helsinki:
Art-Print Oy, 2008, (9–17) 10.
Valjakka, ‘Elämäkerrallisia tietoja’, 103.
Lukkarinen, ‘Juhana Blomstedt’, 133.
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Paris, where Blomstedt lived for most of the period between 1966 and 1981,22 provided
him with countless opportunities to visit art museums and galleries and he would go to the
Louvre regularly.23 His correspondence from Paris offers an insight into the artists he was
interested in at the time. He was fascinated by Pablo Picasso and Henri Matisse, but criticised
contemporary artists, which is evident in a 1977 letter to Vanni:
In general classics, to which I naturally include among others Picasso and Matisse, have
increasingly started to interest me. They are such lessons in painting in this time and age
when the majority of artists mostly try to explain why painting is impossible and then
claim that those explanations are art. This goes better with the theorising over here than
with most of your local ‘neo-realism’ or social realism, however one should call it.24
Blomstedt preferred earlier modern painting, such as works by Picasso and Matisse,
to contemporary conceptual art, which at that time was very much the trend – at least so it
seemed to Blomstedt.25 However, what is fascinating about the letter to Vanni is that he chose
to use the phrase ‘lesson in painting’, emphasising a lesson in a practical, almost tangible
sense, as if the paintings are teaching him to paint with similar visual principles to Picasso and
Matisse. He did not write for instance ‘lesson in thinking about painting’ or something similar.
Moreover, there was a difference in how certain painters influenced Blomstedt as an artist:
some, like Picasso or Matisse, had an effect on him in a more practical way, through examining
their works and being reminded of the role of painting, whereas reading his notebooks gives
the impression that with other artists, such as Klee and Kandinsky, the influence worked on
the level of theory rather than through their actual art. This point is in fact made explicit in an
interview that Blomstedt gave for the Sara Hildén Art Museum.26
When Blomstedt wrote to Vanni in 1977, he was still living in Paris, while Vanni lived
in Finland. Thus, he was likely referring to French ‘theorising’ and Finnish ‘neo-realism’ or
‘however one should call it’. Ideals that he had about art seem to have been informed by visits
to museums and galleries and influenced by his own reactions to the contemporary art of the
time, particularly conceptual art. For Blomstedt, painting was not impossible. He stated in
an interview that conceptual art, whereby ‘these artists for instance dig a hole in the ground
and claim that it is art’27 was of no interest to him and that instead he believed in ‘pictorial
expression, it is the only way’.28
The 1970s were a politically radical period among young artists, for whom art had lost
its impartiality.29 It was a decade of two very different, rival orientations in art, realism and
abstraction, both encompassing varying ‘-isms’. From the point of view of Marxist reflection
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Valjakka, ‘Elämäkerrallisia tietoja’, 105.
Arto Seppälä. ‘Pariisilaista sinistä sormenpäissä’, Aamulehti, 19 September 1970.
‘Yleisemminkin ottaen klassikot, joihin tietysti luen mm. Picasson ja Matissen, ovat kasvavassa
määrin alkaneet kiinnostaa. Ne ovat sellaisia maalauksen oppitunteja tänä aikana jolloin suuri
osa taiteilijoista koettaa lähinnä selittää miksi maalaustaide on mahdotonta ja väittävät sitten että
nämä selitykset ovat taidetta. Tämä sopii hyvin täkäläiseen teoretisointiin kuin suurimpaan osaan
sikäläistä ‘uusrealismia’ tai sosiaalista realismia, miten tuota nyt kutsuisi.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s letter
to his former teacher Sam Vanni, Paris 27 March 1977. File 2: drafts & copies of letters 2. JBA.
AC, FNG.
Juhana Blomstedt in Arto Seppälä. ‘Pariisilaista sinistä sormenpäissä’, Aamulehti, 19 September
1970. ‘Aivan viime aikoina on ollut voimakkaasti esillä ns. käsitteellinen taide […].’
Juhana Blomstedt’s interview by Päivi Loimaala, in Päivi Loimaala (ed.), Juhana Blomstedt.
Tampere: Sara Hildénin taidemuseo, 1993, (10–81) 22. ‘[…] Klee ja Kandinsky olivat minulle
avaintaiteilijoita. Nimenomaan heidän teoriansa, ei niinkään se, mitä he edustivat taiteilijoina tai
ihmisinä.’
Juhana Blomstedt in Arto Seppälä. ‘Pariisilaista sinistä sormenpäissä’, Aamulehti, 19 September
1970. ‘[N]ämä taiteilijat esimerkiksi kaivavat kuopan maahan ja sanovat että se on taidetta.’
Juhana Blomstedt in Arto Seppälä. ’Pariisilaista sinistä sormenpäissä’, Aamulehti, 19 September
1970. ‘Minä uskon kuvallisuuteen, se on ainoa tie.’
Markku Valkonen. ‘Kuvataide vuoden 1970 jälkeen – kohti sitoutumista’, in Salme Sarajas-Korte
(ed.), Ars – Suomen taide 6. Keuruu: Otava, 1990, (220–33) 221.
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theory, non-figurative orientations of art were labelled as ‘bourgeois errors’; instead the
purpose of realism, whereby social commentary could be turned into visual messages, was
emphasised.30 Political art, while typically acquiring the form of realism – although not always
as there were attempts to unite constructivist forms with political messages – was rivalled
by modernist art orientations, and neither of them gained hegemony in the Finnish artistic
scene.31 From the modernist field, constructivist art in particular was displayed in multiple
major exhibitions during the 1970s in Finland.32
Blomstedt exhibited alongside artists who were also at that time considered
constructivists.33 Constructivism in a most general sense is a non-representational form of
art that minimises expressiveness and favours geometrical shapes in order to achieve an
impersonal and mechanical finish.34 One journalist stated in 1978 that, in the early 1970s, the
attitude towards constructivist art had begun to sour and that, based on previous exhibitions,
many critics had even suspected it would die ‘a quick death’.35 This illuminates the atmosphere
within which Blomstedt worked in relation to the Finnish artistic scene, which he had
never completely left behind, as is evident from his active correspondence with his Finnish
colleagues and organising exhibitions with Galerie Artek36 as well as participating in group
exhibitions37 in Finland, even though he had settled in Paris and written that, from there ‘it is
somewhat painstaking to keep track of Finnish cultural life […]’.38
Although the exhibitions received varying levels of praise, with a few exceptions
Blomstedt’s art was generally well received by critics, even if the show as a whole was not.39
Nonetheless, Blomstedt himself described the quality of Finnish art criticism in the press as
‘very low’, and was apparently unimpressed by writings filled with artificial labels of various
‘-isms’. Yet rather than ‘grumbling within a mould-eaten notebook’ he aimed to ‘explode’ the
world by ‘painting’.40

Categorisations
The press cuttings collection at the Finnish National Gallery reveals how abstract art was
written about in the 1970s, yet having only looked at articles published between 1970 and
1979 which mention Blomstedt by name, the sample remains limited. However, at least
when it comes to Blomstedt, there was a tendency to categorise his art. For example, he
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Valkonen, ‘Kuvataide vuoden 1970 jälkeen ’, 221–22.
Valkonen, ‘Kuvataide vuoden 1970 jälkeen ’, 222.
E.g. in 1973 Suomalainen konstruktivismi (Finnish Constructivism) and 1978 12 Taiteilijaa (12
Artists). See Timo Valjakka. ‘Näyttelyt’ (Exhibitions), in Timo Valjakka (ed.), Juhana Blomstedt.
Helsinki: WSOY, 2007, 118–19.
See note 32.
Harold Osborne. Abstraction and Artifice in Twentieth-Century Art. Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1979, 131.
Pirjo Hämäläinen. ‘Tammikuun taidetta Helsingissä’, Kouvolan Sanomat, 31 January 1978.
‘Vaikka viimeisten nuorten näyttelyiden perusteella moni arvostelija on ollut valmis povaamaan
konstruktivismille pikaista kuolemaa, tuntuu tuo puritaaninen suunta sittenkin elävän.’
During the 1970s he had solo exhibitions at Galerie Artek in 1973, 1976 and 1978. See Valjakka.
‘Näyttelyt’, 117.
E.g., Juhana Blomstedt took part in exhibitions such as Suomen Taiteilijain 75. näyttely (1970),
Modernia kotimaista (1972), Suomalainen konstruktivismi (1973), Valtakunnan näyttely (1976) and
12 Taiteilijaa (1978) at Helsingin Taidehalli. Valjakka, ‘Näyttelyt’, 118–19.
‘Täältä käsin on jokseenkin vaivalloista seurata Suomen kulttuurielämää [ ].’ Juhana Blomstedt’s
letter to Pekka Suhonen, Paris 13 April 1977. File 2: drafts & copies of letters 3. JBA. AC, FNG.
See e.g. Ahti Suosalo. ‘Artekin kesänäyttely’, Kansan Uutiset, 2 July 1974. ‘Suomalainen konkretismi
vaikuttaa ei-taiteelta: kansanomaisesti sanottuna siitä puuttuu juoni ja ymmärrettävyys. Sen
suosijakunnan täytyy olla erittäin suppea.’ Suosalo was writing regarding Artek’s summer
exhibition, a group exhibition showcasing abstract art.
‘[M]inun on “räjäytettävä” maailma maalaamalla, eikä mukisemalla jonkun homeensyömän vihon
sisällä.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook 1977. 10/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
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was described as ‘a concretist’,41 ‘a kinetic’ artist,42 with a bit of criticism ‘a constructivist’43
and in one case his paintings in an exhibition at Galerie Artek, in Helsinki, were described as
containing ‘minute informalist events’.44 In an article published in the Finnish art magazine
Taide, Blomstedt says that he himself saw categories as ‘damn hard to talk about’45 and
cites Wassily Kandinsky, who allegedly described categories as boxes, where artists are put
according to their size, form and colour like ‘smoked fish’.46 The interview was published in
1979. However, in the previous decade, Blomstedt is said to have been supportive of the
concretist art movement to which he himself had also been included.47
Possibly in the pursuit of making art more accessible or more easily digestible to the
great art-viewing public, the critics continued to write about contemporary artists by mirroring
them with current ‘-isms’. Blomstedt refrained from talking about his own oeuvre in any such
terms and rejected the strict dichotomy between figurative and non-figurative art. Instead, his
approach to painting can more accurately be summed up by referring to one of his letters. In
1977, Blomstedt wrote to his friend, the architect Juhani Pallasmaa:48
‘Painting is a mental matter’, as Leonardo says. This, to my understanding, means that
painting is fruitfully relative. For this reason, among others, I have long ago forsaken
‘categories’ in my own work. There does not exist any i.e. absolutely abstract art, nor
figurative, or similar, painting. There is the eye and supporting it, the brains.49
One can argue that Blomstedt intended to separate himself from this category-infused
art-speak that was the modus operandi of art critics in Finland at the time. In this simple
and straightforward sense he was not a product of the art-speak of his time or at least not
persuaded to change his own way of looking at his own artworks, even though claiming such
a thing becomes a paradox in itself. For aren’t we all somehow connected to the societal
conditions that surround us? Wanting to talk about art without ‘-isms’ can also be seen as
reactionary to this culture that insists on these categorisations. Perhaps the phrase ‘painting
is a mental matter’ held a special position in Blomstedt’s thinking, even becoming a mantra of
sorts that he also repeated in another letter to Vanni.50
Modernists of the 20th century aimed to distinguish themselves from tradition and to
transcend convention.51 It was a project oriented towards an abstract goal. Writing this article
has been an exercise in trying to release my own thinking from the dialectic of abstract and
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Olli Valkonen. ‘Kuvat ja kyyneleet’, Uusi Suomi, 8 February 1970.
Raimo Viitala. ‘Suomalaisen ei-esittävän taiteen katselmus’, Tyrvään Sanomat, 24 February 1973.
Raimo Reinikainen. ‘Merkintöjä kuvataiteesta’, Kansan Uutiset, 11 February 1973.
Tapani Kovanen. ‘Kuvataide’, Suomen Sosiaalidemokraatti, 29 April 1978.
Pekka Parkkinen quoting Juhana Blomstedt in an interview, see Pekka Parkkinen. ‘Juhana
Blomstedt, patriootti Pariisissa’, Taide 4/1979. ‘On helvetin vaikeaa puhua luokittelutermein.’
Pekka Parkkinen quoting Juhana Blomstedt in an interview, see Pekka Parkkinen. ‘Juhana
Blomstedt, patriootti Pariisissa’, Taide 4/1979. ‘Taidesuunnat ovat rasioita joihin taiteilijat kokonsa,
muotonsa ja värinsä mukaisesti tungetaan kuin savustetut kalat.’
Valkonen, ‘Kuvataide vuoden 1970 jälkeen ’, 215–16.
The question of to whom this particular letter was intended remains ambiguous, since the letter
itself does not explicate this. However, it has a hand-written note by Blomstedt added in 2005,
where he assumes the letter might have been intended for Juhani Pallasmaa, 18 March 1977. File
2: drafts & copies of letters 3. JBA. AC, FNG.
‘“Maalaus on mentaali asia”, kuten Leonardo sanoo. Tämä ymmärtääkseni tarkoittaa, että maalaus
on hedelmällisesti suhteellista. Mm tästä syystä olen jo kauan sitten hylännyt “kategoriat” omassa
työssäni. Ei ole olemassa mitään esim. absoluuttisesti abstraktia taidetta, ei myöskään figuratiivista
tms maalausta. On silmä ja sen tukena olevat aivot.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s letter to Juhani Pallasmaa,
18 March 1977. File 2: drafts & copies of letters 3. JBA. AC, FNG.
This time Blomstedt writes it in French, although the letter is otherwise written in Finnish, saying
that ‘[l]a peinture est une chose mentale’. Juhana Blomstedt’s letter to Sam Vanni, Paris 27 March
1977. File 2: drafts & copies of letters 2. JBA. AC, FNG.
See Anu Utriainen. ‘Näkökulmia moderniin ja modernin kokeminen’, PowerPoint Presentation, 10
December 2020. Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum.
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representational art that in one way characterises Blomstedt’s time, yet in having to write
about their concepts in relation to the 1970s, I have opted for using terms such as abstract,
non-figurative and non-representational art, as well as their counterparts – figurative and
representational art – for lack of better ones to describe certain phenomena and for the
sake of clarity.
When reading about modernist art of the 20th century, especially the early half of the
period, one will usually come across a concept called ‘purity’ of painting. ‘Pure’ in the context
of modernist painting was described by Clement Greenberg, an influential modernist art critic
in the 20th century.52 ‘Purity’ was the aim of the self-criticism characterising modern art: a
process of ‘purifying’ each individual art form from outside references or ‘loans’ in order to
make it self-defining and self-referential.53 This can be seen as for instance the heightened
importance of pictorial qualities and the aversion to realism – which was regarded as hiding
its medium behind illusions – and echoes of these Greenbergian ideas can be used to analyse
Blomstedt’s art as well. ‘Purity’ may not be a far-fetched term when we look at Blomstedt’s
optic works, field-paintings and grids, which play with the flat, two-dimensional surface, using
the medium of painting not to hide, but rather to reveal itself. Similar ideas of purity arise
when we look at Blomstedt’s writings about individual truth and his almost compulsive need
to write about the importance of painting in this endeavour.
Piet Mondrian, whose theoretical points Blomstedt knew of through the artist’s 1936
essay ‘Plastic Art and Pure Plastic Art’, wrote that non-figurative art was the outcome of
figurative art.54 That is why painting that slides towards abstraction can be seen as the act of
removing. Geometrical forms, also favoured by Blomstedt, are profoundly abstract and thus
they attain a neutrality,55 a kind of purity of form. Abstraction in art-making becomes the
process of studying the interface between ‘something’ and ‘nothing’. However, even ‘nothing’
can and will represent something: itself. It is possible to extend this thought-experiment
further to make the claim that everything represents something, albeit involuntarily, creating
a weird paradox. Blomstedt’s impression of what messages or meanings or associations an
artwork of his should convey to its viewers, works in reverse to his own personal goal in
making art. His own notes clarify that for him painting was about realising his own sense of
reality, no matter whether it is called either figurative or abstract. Being true to himself in his
art and being able to visualise it was central to his thinking:
In all my pieces (‘abstract’ and ‘figurative’, quelle distinction!) there always exists the
same endeavour to accomplish a sort of pathos-like truthfulness that corresponds as
perfectly as possible to my feeling at the same time regarding my own connection to
reality and in what way I perceive it to be ‘objectively’ pursuing fulfilment […].56
One could then draw the conclusion that the questions of truthfulness he worked
with stayed largely the same throughout the decade, even though his practical methods of
posing these questions changed. What is more, the subjectivity in his endeavour worked in
both directions. Rather than hoping for viewers to see the truth in his works, he rather wished
that each individual viewer would have their own impressions, saying that ‘[f]or my part it is
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Veikko Kallio et al. Taiteen Pikkujättiläinen. Helsinki: WSOY, 1991, 420.
Greenberg, ‘Modernistinen maalaustaide’, 134–35.
Piet Mondrian. ‘Plastic Art and Pure Plastic Art’ (1936), in Harry Holtzmann & Martin S. James
(eds.), The New Art – The New Life: The Collected Writings of Piet Mondrian. New York: Da Capo
Press, 1993, (288–300) 290.
Mondrian, ‘Plastic Art and Pure Plastic Art’, 290.
‘Kaikissa töissäni (“abstrakteissa” ja “figuratiivisissa”, quelle distinction!) esiintyy sama pyrkimys
saavuttaa eräänlainen paatoksenomainen totuudellisuus, joka vastaa mahdollisimman
täydellisesti tunnettani samalla omasta suhteestani todellisuuteen ja siihen millä tavalla koen sen
“objektiivisesti” pyrkivän kohti täyttymystä […].’ Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 15 November 1974.
6/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
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somewhat indifferent what people see in my artworks as long as they see different things’.57 In
contrast to objective figurative art, Mondrian calls non-figurative art subjective,58 which both
aligns with Blomstedt’s thinking and contradicts it. In the passage above, Blomstedt emphasises
his own sense of reality, which sounds subjective, yet he then goes on to talk about pursuing
fulfilment ‘objectively’. So, on the one hand he thinks of painting as a subjective endeavour, on
the other hand he is supposed to reach, through this subjectivity, an objective fulfilment, a kind
of universality. For some modernists this implied no contradiction and they saw the potential of
geometrical forms such as the grid as a ‘staircase to the Universal’.59 Art acquires the mutually
dependant relationship between the individual and universal, the aim being to achieve a balance
of both, the objective and subjective.60
Blomstedt concerned himself with the fundamental questions of life, and conveying
his ‘pathos’61 was important. While pondering life’s big questions is hardly an exceptional
quality in a person, to make it such a central part of his artistic endeavours not only ties
his whole being to his art, but also binds Blomstedt to his fellow modernist thinkers.
Modernists were interested in uncovering the truth behind the illusions of reality by
applying a method of abstraction, whereby in the end only the most profoundly true would
remain. This occurs, for instance, in the art of Mondrian, who abstracted visible phenomena
until they had, in his view, revealed ‘the true reality behind the illusions that make up the
visible world’.62 Blomstedt thought in a similar vein about his works and more generally,
about the nature of abstract art:
An abstract artwork, the way I understand it, reaches for the picture of truth in all its
complexity, diversity and incoherence […], in short, its inexplicable richness. On the other
hand it only reflects that which already is in its viewer, the more perfectly it does this, the
more intensely it is true.63
To say that an artwork ‘only reflects that which already is in its viewer’ implies that we as
viewers of art cannot escape our sense of reality, the lens or filter through which we look at
art. It is like claiming that if there is true knowledge of the world, it is very subjective, since
our experiences are not something which we can escape from. Blomstedt made it clear that
he did not want to push a single and objective truth, whatever that might even mean, through
his paintings.
Coming back to Blomstedt’s reference to Leonardo, saying that painting is a mental
matter can be thought of as the process of visualising how the mind filters perception.
Blomstedt emphasised the importance of imagination as an artist’s tool, which goes hand
in hand with individuality, at least judging by the implications of his remark from 1975.
In one of his notebooks he has written, in quite a fervent manner, about his experience
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‘Omasta puolestani on jokseenkin yhdentekevää mitä ihmiset töissäni näkevät kunhan näkevät eri
asioita.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s letter to Tauno Sarantola, possibly March 1977. File 2: drafts & copies
of letters 1. JBA. AC, FNG.
Mondrian, ‘Plastic Art and Pure Plastic Art’, 290.
Rosalind E. Krauss claims that for some artists, like Mondrian and Malevich, the grid was ‘a staircase
to the Universal’. Rosalind E. Krauss. The Originality of the Avant-Garde and Other Modernist
Myths. Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1988, 10.
Mondrian, ‘Plastic Art and Pure Plastic Art’, 289.
‘Pathos = The power of a person, situation, piece of writing, or work of art to cause feelings of
sadness, especially because people feel sympathy.’ Cambridge Dictionary,
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/pathos (accessed 29 March 2021).
Carel Blotkamp. Mondrian: The Art of Destruction. London: Reaktion Books 1994, 94.
‘Abstrakti taideteos, niin kuin minä sen ymmärrän, tavoittelee totuuden kuvaa sen kaikessa
kompleksisuudessa, monipohjaisuudessa ja ristiriitaisuudessa […], lyhyesti sanoen sen
selittämättömässä rikkaudessa. Toisaalta se vain heijastaa sitä joka jo on katsojassa, mitä
täydellisemmin se tämän tekee, sitä intensiivisemmin se on tosi.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s letter to
Tauno Sarantola, possibly March 1977. File 2: drafts & copies of letters 1. JBA. AC, FNG.
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regarding Finnish artistic life at the time. His description explores something he calls
‘a consistent policy’:
The term ‘consistent policy’ encapsulates the parochialism, stupidity, and superficiality
of the whole of Finnish artistic life. ‘Policy’ in this case equals lack of imagination and
courage, detachment, flatness and convention.64
As we have seen, Juhana Blomstedt discouraged the use of ‘-isms’ and other simplifications
through the use of labels in artistic discourse. Perhaps that embodies what is here meant by a
‘consistent policy’ – that in Finland art at that time should have been easily identifiable within
pre-defined concepts, be it either within the tradition of realism or modernism. Noticing a lack
of courage in Finland, Blomstedt implied that there was a lack of subjective inventiveness, or
the courage to be unconventional and, could this also mean the inability to reinvent oneself
as an artist after having been categorised by the media and art critics, whom he held in such
low esteem?
However one interprets the meaning of a ‘consistent policy’, it is known that Blomstedt
disliked the concept of art as a political tool. He saw art as an ineffectual method of engaging
in politics, and made this clear in an interview in 1970.65 This ties in with his thoughts about
individual truth, the mystery of life and its exploration in painting, which he wrote about in
the context of art as a political tool:
It came to me that ‘the taistoists’66 naturally want to harness painting as a tool for
propaganda, a very eloquent one, but a tool nonetheless. This might result from painting
being per se a completely dangerous, uncontrollable and subjective way to touch or at
least pursue truth and for these people, individual truth represents a scary, unknown
goblin – that it is for each one, but then what would a life worthy of a human being be
like if not standing in front of this mystery? 67
Nevertheless, this point raises the question of whether the reluctance to participate
in social discussion and claiming that art could and should not be used as a political tool, is
not itself a political gesture regarding the purpose of art all the same? In other words, ‘nonpolitical’ art, through its apolitical nature, could be read as a statement on the discussion
around the cultural meaning of art. I am left to wonder, why then has he written in his
notebook in 1974 that among other topics, his painting deals with politics?68
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‘“Johdonmukainen linja” -käsitteessä tiivistyy koko Suomen taide-elämän nurkkakuntaisuus,
typeryys ja pintapuolisuus. “Linja” tässä tarkoittaa mielikuvituksen ja uskalluksen puutetta,
ulkokohtaisuutta, latteutta ja sovinnaisuutta.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 14 March 1975. 5/3.
JBA. AC, FNG.
Arto Seppälä quoting Juhana Blomstedt in an interview, in Arto Seppälä. ‘Pariisilaista sinistä
sormenpäissä’, Aamulehti, 19 September 1970. ‘En näe tarkoituksenmukaisena politikoidakaan
taiteella – sitä paitsi se on hyvin voimaton keino.’
The taistoists, or the followers of taistolaisuus, were a pro-Soviet, interior opposition group in the
Finnish Communist Party in the 1970s and 1980s. The name comes from Taisto Sinisalo, the group’s
leader. The word ‘taisto’ in Finnish also translates as ‘a fight’.
‘[T]uli mieleeni että “taistolaiset” tietysti haluavat tehdä maalaustaiteesta propagandavälineen,
hyvin hienostuneen, mutta välineen kuitenkin. Tämä johtunee siitä että maalaustaide sinänsä on
täysin vaarallinen, kontrolloimaton ja yksilöllinen tapa koskettaa tai ainakin tavoitella totuutta ja
yksilöllinen totuus on näille ihmisille pelottava, tuntematon peikko – sitä se kyllä on itse kullekin,
mutta mitä sitten olisi ihmisarvoinen elämä ellei seisomista tämän arvoituksen edessä?’ Juhana
Blomstedt’s notebook, 3 January 1977. 10/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
See note 2. Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 8 July 1974. 5/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
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Minneapolis, 1971–72
Juhana Blomstedt was given an opportunity to teach as visiting professor in the United States
at the Minneapolis College of Art and Design, and in 1971–72 he and his family spent the
year in the US, with the artist teaching painting, drawing and, for a period, graphics. In an
attempt to understand how Blomstedt’s art came to take the form it did, it is important to try
to understand his thinking and how that thinking came about. It is easy to agree with those
who have called him an artist of intellect,69 because his drawings from 1971–72 in particular
have the appearance of studies of the mechanisms in optics and kinetics, requiring knowledge
of those fields – they were not only drawings for personal artistic use but were probably used
to demonstrate certain theoretical concepts in his classes. This optical technicality and its
detachment from affective qualities is something that Blomstedt has reflected upon later70
and which he eventually let go of. In the coming years, his thinking changed:
I would like that which is erased to be visible in the background when the work is finished.
That behind the form one could sense the history of its conception. A hand-written page
where beneath the wiped out parts the earlier options are visible.71
At the beginning of the 70s, Blomstedt’s artworks were described in the Finnish
press as demanding and mathematically constructed,72 not without cause. The rigorous
crosshatching and perfect circles are practically impossible to draw freehand with such
compositional harmony and precision. One has only to look at some of his sketchbooks to
find all kinds of calculations, but as the years progressed the critics noted that Blomstedt’s art
had shifted in a more painterly direction.73 This notion is reflected in the development of his
theoretical thinking.
From Blomstedt’s personal lecture notes we can form an idea as to which artists,
theories and concepts were included in his syllabus. His notebooks contain a multitude of
exemplary drawings illuminating the concepts he was teaching his students. This calls forth
the possibility that the thought processes and theoretical knowledge regarding the creation of
a drawing or painting to enlighten his students, are similar to the ones from which he himself
worked as an artist.
Regarding colour theory Blomstedt has written down the names and main concepts
from two French theorists Michel Eugène Chevreul and Charles Blanc, whose Grammaire
des arts du dessin (1867) is mentioned along with his own notes on them, commenting
even on details such as how their ideas about blue shadows preceded the Impressionists.74
Blomstedt was concerned with physiological optics, a branch in the field of optics favoured
by modernists.75 This deals with perceptual processes in the eye, that is, principles of visual
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Raimo Reinikainen describes Blomstedt as follows: ‘Blomstedt is an intelligent artist, his works are
ascetic, delicate and demanding.’ (‘Blomstedt on älykäs taiteilija, hänen teoksensa ovat askeettisia,
herkkiä ja vaateliaita.’). Raimo Reinikainen. ‘Merkintöjä kuvataiteesta’, Kansan Uutiset, 11 February
1973.
Juhana Blomstedt in an interview regarding Composition I (1972), by Päivi Loimaala, in Päivi
Loimaala (ed.), Juhana Blomstedt. Tampere: Sara Hildénin taidemuseo, 1993, (10–81) 44. ‘Tulos oli
liian teoreettinen ja vaikka se oli kuinka vaikuttava, se ei enää puhutellut ihmistä.’
‘Haluaisin että se mikä on ylipyyhittyä näkyisi myös taka-alalla kun työ on valmis. Että muodon
takaa aavistaisi sen syntyhistorian. Käsinkirjoitettu sivu jossa ylipyyhkimisten alta näkyy
aikaisemmat vaihtoehdot.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 7 August 1975. 5/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
Antti Nuortio. ‘Graafinen meri’, Uusi Suomi, 8 February 1973; Raimo Reinikainen. ‘Merkintöjä
Kuvataiteesta’, Kansan Uutiset ,11 February 1973.
Osmo Laine. ‘Kaksitoista urhoollista’, Tyrvään Sanomat, 22 January 1978.
‘Chevreul 1839 ja [and] Blanc 1867 had observed and published their ideas about blue shadows
long before the Impressionists, around 1870’, writes Juhana Blomstedt in his lecture notes during
his time in Minneapolis. 2/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
Krauss. The Originality of the Avant-Garde, 15.
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information processing.76 In addition to Chevreul and Blanc, Blomstedt noted names such as
Ogden N. Rood and Hermann von Helmholtz, presumably as suggested or required further
reading for his students. All of these aforementioned names are listed by Rosalind E. Krauss
as being of immediate concern to modernist artists working with exactly that branch of
optics, an important factor having been that it focussed on studying light and colour as they
are perceived by humans and animals.77 One of its main concerns for artists and colour
theorists was that the theory states that the eye functions as a kind of filter between the ‘real’
world and human or animal perception.78 Colour can only be experienced, not measured. In
Blomstedt’s words to Pallasmaa, ‘[t]here is the eye and supporting it, the brains’.79 Well versed
in physiological optics and how artists applied its theories, he quotes Blanc in his lecture notes
in English:
The role of color is to tell us what agitates the heart, while drawing shows us what passes
in the mind.80
Consequently, the different functions of colour and drawing, according to Blanc,
inspire the suggestion that colour addresses emotions, while drawing deals with the artist’s
thoughts and perceptions. Let us assume that Blomstedt chose his teachings according
to his own theoretical preferences or interests, and then combine Blanc’s idea of the
role of colour with Blomstedt’s endeavour in painting to reveal his own pathos. It follows
that colour played a significant role in Blomstedt’s artistic thinking in the way that it is so
variable and connected to subjective perception, as well as being dependent on outside
conditions such as the amount of light. In his lecture notebook from 1971, Blomstedt has
written down a list of artists, presumably to use in his teaching. The list includes many
American abstract or modern painters such as Agnes Martin, Ad Reinhardt, Lorser Feitelson
and Charles Shaw, so could it be that Blomstedt especially wanted to select artists whose
works the students were already familiar with or whose artworks would have been readily
accessible for viewing? 81
To comprehend form in the way that Blomstedt wrote and spoke about it at that time,
one must consider absence. In one of his lectures, his thoughts wander to the process of
abstraction in form and its purpose, a question pondered by many modernists like Mondrian
decades before him. In his lecture notes titled ‘a game’ he drew comparisons between
sculpture and everyday objects:
[T]hough clay may be moulded into a vase, the utility of the vase lies in what is not there.
[T]hough doors and windows may be cut to make a house, the utility of the house lies in
what is not there. [T]herefore in taking advantage of what is, we recognize the utility of
what is n[ot].82
The artist must have in their mind the complete image of a form’s spatial existence,
as Blomstedt puts it.83 Lecturing about formulating the whole work in one’s mind before
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Martin Jüttner. Physiological Optics, 2511.
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1002/9783527600441.oe079 (accessed 1 March 2021).
Krauss, The Originality of the Avant-Garde, 15.
Krauss, The Originality of the Avant-Garde, 15.
‘On silmä ja sen tukena olevat aivot.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s letter to Juhani Pallasmaa, 18 March 1977.
File 2: drafts & copies of letters 3. JBA. AC, FNG.
Juhana Blomstedt referring to Blanc’s Grammaire des arts du déssin (1867). 2/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
On the second page of Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, August 1971, there is a list of various
artists. The list includes Ilya Bolotowsky, Irene Rice Pereira, Carl Holty, Jean Xceron, Charles Shaw,
Charmion von Wiegand, Lorser Feitelson, Agnes Martin, Milton Avery, Peter Dechar, Reginald Neal,
Jimmy Ernst, Larry Poons, Ad Reinhardt and Sol LeWitt. Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, August 1971.
2/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
Juhana Blomstedt’s lecture in Minneapolis, 1971–72 titled ‘a game’. File 10: page 9. JBA. AC, FNG.
Juhana Blomstedt’s lecture in Minneapolis, 1971–72. File 10: page 10. JBA. AC, FNG.
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its execution sounds similar to the 1930 second tenet of the
declaration of Constructivism, originally formulated by Theo
van Doesburg.84 The artist in Blomstedt’s example must learn
to use their imagination and form the complete picture of their
work in their mind, which includes the skill to imagine that
which is absent. During the same lecture, Blomstedt showed
his students a picture of equally-spaced dots. The dot, or
point, was an interesting example to use in his lecture, because
of its qualities in geometry. ‘A geometrical point is an invisible
being’, wrote Kandinsky.85 The point can be understood as
the smallest and shortest geometrical form, the ‘primordial
element of painting and especially graphics’.86
The dot-chart was used by Blomstedt to demonstrate
what he called ‘the essential problem of perception’87 – that
is – the brain’s insistent and continual need to organise
perceived data into objects wherever possible. On the one
hand this demonstrates not only the qualities of the point as
a geometrical form – its shortness, firmness and fastness88 –
but also its connection to geometrical abstraction in art. On
the other hand, perhaps Blomstedt was illuminating the tense
relationship between representation and non-representation:
in what kind of conditions could abstract art even become
a possible thought, if our brains are wired to organise all
perceived forms?
Equally-spaced dots, from
an unnumbered page in
Juhana Blomstedt’s lecture
titled ‘game’, delivered in
Minneapolis, 1971–72. File 10.
Juhana Blomstedt Archive.
Archive Collections, Finnish
National Gallery
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Pirje Mykkänen

The grid
Blomstedt utilised a particular method in his working process, the grid. The grid as the
structural basis is especially visible in his notebook drawings and works from the early
1970s, such as the three-part graphic series called Minneapolis, of which there are multiple
sketches in the Ateneum Art Museum’s art collection. Considering how often the grids occurs
in Blomstedt’s drawings and how much he would otherwise write about his thoughts on
art theory, I found it surprising how little he has written about his thoughts around the use
of the grid, bar a few exceptions. 89 For this reason, and to provide a theoretical context for
Blomstedt’s sketches, I am studying his grids through the theory of Rosalind E. Krauss and
going from the assumption that similar thoughts that compelled other artists of the 20th
century to employ grids can be applicable at least to some extent to Blomstedt’s drawings.
However, the grid was evidently not just an exception to the rule, but rather the rule itself.
Comparing various notebooks and sketchbooks from around 1970–72 shows that his
experimentation and visual thinking with the grid was systematic during those years.
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The second tenet begins by saying that ‘[t]he work of art must be entirely conceived and formed by
the mind before its execution. […]’. Osborne, Abstraction and Artifice in Twentieth-Century Art, 128.
Wassily Kandinsky. ‘Punkt’, in Max Bill (ed.), Kandinsky: Punkt zu Linie und Fläche. BernBümpliz: Benteli AG., 1955, (21–56) 21. Originally published as Band 9 in 1926 as part of the
Bauhaus-Bücher.
Kandinsky, ‘Punkt’, 31.
Juhana Blomstedt’s lecture in Minneapolis, 1971–72. Filw 10: page 16. JBA. AC, FNG.
Kandinsky, ‘Punkt’, 31.
In the material studied for this article I have managed to find only a couple of instances where
Blomstedt has directly used the word ‘grid’. One among his Minneapolis notes shows a drawing of
a grid accompanied by text saying: ‘black and white grid only!’ Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 1971.
3/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
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Juhana Blomstedt, Composition III, 1971, acrylic on canvas, 130cm x 195cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Petri Virtanen

Being a distinctly 20th-century phenomenon, the grid pinpoints Blomstedt’s art
and thought firmly in relation to the 20th century.90 He was a contemporary thinker and
artist of his time. Grids occupy a significant portion of Blomstedt’s early 1970s notebook
and sketchbook pages, which chronologically coincides with a more general trend towards
the use of grids in art.91 A characteristic of modernism, the will for artists to stand out or
separate themselves from the past resonates with the resurgence of the grid throughout
the 20th century.
In 1974, Taide magazine published an article by Juhana Blomstedt showing the working
process of Minneapolis III (1971–72) in 24 parts, with his comments.92 In all 24 stages the
grid-basis for this black-and-white geometrical work is visible. The grid functions as a base
structure, upon which he systematically adds a new layer to the surface consisting of a new
geometrical element, advancing from vertical lines and a frame to diagonal and horizontal
lines and lastly to circles, sometimes taking steps back, all the while studying and altering
the value by changing the amounts of black and white. Although the Minneapolis sketches in
the art collection are not identical to the magazine’s 24 sketches, they still represent similar
working methods and give visual form to Blomstedt’s thought processes. The four gouache
sketches are based on a pencil-drawn grid, still visible in parts in the background if studied
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Krauss, The Originality of the Avant-Garde, 10.
In the May 1972 issue of Artforum, John Elderfield writes: ‘Grids, with modules and series, have
become important modes of organization for recent art. One is tempted to talk here of grid
structures; but if the word “structures” is to have any precise definition we must distinguish it from
things that are more properly frameworks. Grids can constitute structures or can, more often, be
simply frameworks.’ John Elderfield. ‘Grids’, Artforum, May 1972, 52–59.
Juhana Blomstedt demonstrating his creative process in the article ‘Konstruktiivisuus ja
konstruktivismi’. ‘Suomalaisia konstruktivisteja. Suomalaisen konstruktivismin vaiheita’, Taide
2/1974, (31–44) 34–35.
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Juhana Blomstedt, sketch for Minneapolis series, 1972, gouache
on paper, 33cm x 51cm (leaf)
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen

Juhana Blomstedt, sketch for Minneapolis series, 1972, gouache
on paper, 32cm x 48cm (leaf)
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen

closely, and in one of the sketches Blomstedt has also employed a collage technique when
adding the final layer, the circles.
Grids are not functionally homogenous. For example, the grid can be used to provide
and emphasise the structure of a flat surface. This might well be the intuitive response to
encountering grids. In this case the grid structures the surface of the painting by dividing it
into, typically but not necessarily, equal sections. Blomstedt often used a crosshatch grid, a
grid made up of vertical and horizontal lines. However, the grid can take many other forms,
such as diagonal lines or dots of various kinds. Nevertheless, the ‘perspective’ created by the
grid works is not outwards, but rather it maps out the plane of the painting itself.93 This is a
crucial aspect of Blomstedt’s grids, which also highlight the two-dimensionality of painting
as medium.
For an artist who used measurements in dividing the space in his paintings and pursued
mathematics as a pastime, the grid does appear to be a logical component of his oeuvre. In
Composition III, the grid works as a reduplicative surface and forms the actual work. Effectively
the painting consists of grid upon grid in tones of black, grey and white, against a background
of varying shades of blue, where the concentration is in the centre. The painting appears to be
a kind of optical illusion, as if the grid omits light and is shining and moving, like a net thrust
over the colours in order to trap the colour inside itself. The grid has no outer limits, extending
to infinity beyond the frame of the painting. Thus, the grid works outwards, an effect, which in
this case is highlighted by the extension of the blue tones, which are most vivid in the centre
and become lighter towards the sides. This has been called a centrifugal reading of the grid.94
In the Juhana Blomstedt Archive the earliest notebook, from around 1967–69, is
also the first to contain grids.95 Coinciding with his optic and field-compositional artworks
of the early 1970s, Blomstedt experimented with grids, which were also used to illustrate

93
94
95

Krauss, The Originality of the Avant-Garde, 10.
Krauss, The Originality of the Avant-Garde, 18.
This has been ambiguously dated on the cover first to ‘1967 or 68’, which has been ruled out
and above that has been written ‘68–69?’, the question mark making the dating ambiguous.
Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook. 1/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
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Juhana Blomstedt, sketch for Minneapolis series, 1972, gouache
on paper, 33,5cm x 44,3cm (leaf)
Finnish National Gallery /Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen

Juhana Blomstedt, sketch for Minneapolis series, 1972, gouache
on paper, 33,5cm x 51cm (leaf) Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen

treatises about physiological optics.96 Among the archive material, I have found two picture
slides showing two untitled, very small gouaches (one being 11cm x 9,5cm and the other
13cm x 10cm) from 1970, which play with a visual grid and the optical illusion between
the two-dimensional surface and three-dimensional depth of space. While Blomstedt
was already acquainted with optics theories before moving to teach in Minneapolis, once
there he had the opportunity to browse the well stocked library of his college, get to know
his respective colleagues’ oeuvres and in general experience American art first-hand,97 as
well as develop his optics works further. During his year in America, he started basing his
composition on systematic symmetry, which led to artworks Blomstedt himself described as
‘melodious fields’.98
The grid is not necessarily a strictly structural device.99 Nonetheless, if we look at
various notebook and sketchbook drawings, grids appear as visible structures dividing the
surface of the picture into sections by vertical, horizontal and sometimes diagonal lines. The
grid provides the structure, while at the same time becoming the factual picture. It equalises
the surface of a painting, while also enhancing its effect. Relying on the grid to achieve a
composition based on systematic symmetry, Blomstedt created his field-paintings. In these
works, the grid eliminates traditional concentrated composition and makes the surface
possible to reduplicate, which is an effect utilised to its precise potential in the Minneapolis
series. The sketches, although differing in many ways, all attain a certain hypnotic quality.
The vertical and diagonal formations of the dashed lines together with the circles that seem to
lay on top of the grid are optically magnetic. The white is not the soft tone of the paper, but a
cold, clear white. The sketches play not only with contrasts created by geometrical forms, but
also they are visual experiments with value – searching for the perfect balance of black and
white. On a more general note, perhaps a reason for the grid’s popularity among 20th-century
modern artists was its usefulness in freeing painting from a relation to the ‘real’ world;
embodying the Greenbergian idea of purity. It provided a structure that was ‘completely

96
97
98
99

Krauss, The Originality of the Avant-Garde, 15.
Riitta Valorinta. ‘Minneapolis-Babylon’, in Helka Ketonen (ed.), Juhana Blomstedt: Vuoden taiteilija.
Espoo: Frenckellin Kirjapaino Oy, 1989, (23–37) 23.
Valorinta, ‘Minneapolis – Babylon’, 24.
Elderfield, ‘Grids’, 52–59.
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Juhana Blomstedt, ‘Photos of distorted grid’, from notebook 3, 1971.
Juhana Blomstedt Archive. Archive Collections, Finnish National Gallery
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen

separate and free from language, and thus also from time and all outside references
in general’.100
From Blomstedt’s drawings it transpires that he used grids not only as the central
display of a piece or as an effective device, but perhaps also as a kind of tool for thinking.
Many of the drawings have been executed with either a pencil or a ball-point pen and in their
nature they appear as studies or mental notes. However, what went on in Blomstedt’s mind
concerning colours, for instance, remains mostly a mystery. In addition to his Minneapolis
sketches, some drawings are also studies of value using black and white,101 while others deal
with neutralising the ‘material’ as he calls it.102 There is a playfulness and joy of exploration
regarding the grid. On one page Blomstedt has drawn seven doodles, five of which are grids
that are ‘distorted’.103 By bending and twisting the grids he is playing with optics and its

100 Ville Lukkarinen. ‘Piste, viiva ja taso – Juhana Blomstedt taiteen rajalla’, in Helka Ketonen (ed.),
Juhana Blomstedt: Vuoden taiteilija. Espoo: Frenckellin Kirjapaino Oy, 1989, (7–21) 18. ‘Täysin
erillään ja vapaa kielestä, ja näin myös ajasta ja yleensä kaikista itsensä ulkopuolisista viittauksista.’
101 A drawing with the caption: ‘[B]lack and white grid only!’. Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook. 1971. 3/3.
JBA. AC, FNG.
102 Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 1 January 1972. 3/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
103 Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 1971. 3/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
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Juhana Blomstedt, Fragment of the Courbevoie Mosaic, 1971,
gouache on cardboard, 4,5cm x 9cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen

effects, studying perspective and perhaps having a bit of fun as well. Concluding from his
drawings, it can be said that grids work not as frameworks or underlying organisations, but
they become the works themselves, factual displays.104
The modern use of the grid differed in nature fundamentally from its previous uses
in perspective studies many centuries ago. Whereas, for example during the 15th and 16th
centuries, the grid was used scientifically to study perspective and to map out reality on its
representation, in 20th-century modernism it was used to organise the physical and aesthetic
dimensions onto the same plane.105 Thus, it has nothing to do with perspective in relation
to the real world. Truly the mark of Cain for modern art, instead of referencing reality, it
references itself. In Blomstedt’s sketch grids there is no narrative, there is no analogue to the
real world, it is just the grid and sometimes, colours behind the grids’ crosshatched bars, as
seen in both Composition III (1971) and Fragment of the Courbevoie Mosaic (1971). In the
mosaic fragment, the grid divides the space into squares, whereas the colours divide it into
vertical columns, each one in its own shade of blue mixed with white. In both works the grids
occupy the foreground, their outlines on display.
The grid in this case eliminates perspectival space, which in effect eliminates the
possible narrative quality. This is poignantly phrased by the artist Willem de Kooning,106 who
said that perspectival space ‘carried with it the meaning of narrative’, resulting ultimately
in a ‘spatial analogue’ containing a meaning, something which was abhorred by the larger
modernist sensibility.107 Consequently it could be argued that the grid has qualities which

104 Factual display / underlying organisation are terms used by John Elderfield in reference to artist
Agnes Martin. Elderfield, ‘Grids’, 52–59.
105 Krauss, The Originality of the Avant-Garde, 10.
106 As referred to by Rosalind E. Krauss. See Rosalind E. Krauss. ‘A View of Modernism’, Artforum,
September 1972.
107 Krauss, ‘A View of Modernism’.
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somehow resist narrative. Did abstract artists use the grid like any other geometrical form,
because geometrical elements possess qualities that resist narratives?
As a characteristic of geometrical abstraction, the grid creates the visual effect of
mechanical and technological precision. However, artists did not necessarily see grids as
limiting their expression. On the contrary, the artists whose theories Blomstedt was familiar
with seemingly took no issue at all in uniting these two worlds, one of precision and one
of intuition. Both Malevich and Mondrian stated that their paintings are ‘intuitive’ or ‘had
nothing to do with dogma or mechanical method’, even though their works came to represent
just such technical and mathematical precision.108 It is likely that Blomstedt did not completely
subscribe to a similar kind of view, however, since as established before, after his grid
phase, he wanted to liberate his expression from his strictly optic works that he saw only as
theoretically impressive yet not otherwise so.109 Nonetheless, it is interesting to trace back
in time the ideas that emerged in Blomstedt’s ongoing thought processes to find out that
such questions around art’s true purpose, nature and creation were the same as those his
predecessors worked with.

The whirl

Juhana Blomstedt,
Three Persons, 1975–76,
oil on canvas, 114cm x 146cm
Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum

It is possible that Blomstedt’s mindset went
through some changes in the years after returning
to Paris from Minnesota. We can see a shift
in his drawings. He gave up field-painting,110
his notebooks from the mid-decade contain
increasingly more figurative drawings than before
and he begins experimenting with whirls.111
The grids, even though Blomstedt knew how
to use them in a versatile way, do not exactly
represent spontaneity or the expressiveness
of a free brushstroke. In a way his whirl period
around 1973–76 reflects a new, warm calligraphic
approach that is full of life and spirit. The
change of focus is visible from the content of his
notebooks. The notebooks from the beginning of
the decade are full of grids and those from the
mid-decade are filled with whirls. The whirls are
the central pictorial motifs in many of his works
from that time, such as the oil painting Three Persons (1975–76), the series titled Condition
Humaine (1975), including etchings such as Person (1975), and pencil drawings such as
The Story of the Pale Moon.112 These simultaneously lean towards abstraction, while retaining
a sort of half-figurativeness.113

Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Petri Virtanen

108 Fer, On Abstract Art, 2.
109 Juhana Blomstedt’s interview by Päivi Loimaala, in Päivi Loimaala (ed.), Juhana Blomstedt.
Tampere: Sara Hildénin taidemuseo, 1993, (10–81) 44
110 Valjakka, ‘Elämäkerrallisia tietoja’, 107.
111 The notebooks contain many variations of whirls. Some of the drawings depict multiple whirls
pictured from different angles within a geometrical grid, while others, such as one titled ‘rugby
man’ includes only one huge vertical whirl dominating the whole pictorial plane and, spawning
from its sides are three smaller ones. Many of the notebooks’ pages are filled with these sketches
in their many variations, in some cases within a pictorial plane, in others not.
112 The Story of the Pale Moon (Kalpean kuun tarina) is a 24cm x 32cm drawing, of which there is
a black-and-white photo in the Juhana Blomstedt Archive, File 17: map ‘1974’. JBA. AC, FNG.
Translation of the artwork’s title from Finnish by the author of this article.
113 Timo Valjakka states that Blomstedt painted in the ‘spirit of surrealism’ these ‘half-figurative whirlfigures’. Valjakka, ‘Elämäkerrallisia tietoja’, 107.
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The gestalt of the whirl has been called by Paul Klee the ‘first symbol of kinetic form’,
essentially a symbol of movement.114 As forms they are still somewhat geometrical, because
the individual swirls are constructed around a central axis. The axes are visible in many of
Blomstedt’s sketches, as well as in finished pieces. In Three Persons there are three whirls
and also a barely visible and delicate grid in the form of horizontal broken lines. Although the
whirls between 1973 and 1976 take centre stage in his sketches, Blomstedt did not completely
forsake grids. One could say that the grid’s purpose was transformed from being a factual
display to becoming a supporting element, but one that nonetheless does not form the
central theme of the artwork. This also functions as a reminder that a chronological approach
to an artist’s work does not necessarily fit neatly into an artist’s evolution – the fact that a
theme has been an important factor in an artist’s early career and then seems to ‘disappear’,
does not mean that it has not affected that artist’s thinking, which in turn determines what
they do in the future. Moreover, this has been pointed out by Blomstedt himself regarding his
own career.115
In July 1974 Blomstedt had a dream about a whirl spinning on water, the movement
making the water vibrate – a dream, which he then drew from memory.116 In the spinning
movement and its effect on the surroundings, the influence of Klee’s kinetic form is quite
clear. Titles of sketches such as ‘People at a bus stop’, drawn most likely in 1974,117 and ‘rugby
man’,118 reveal that the motif takes its inspiration from people – the fundamental idea behind
the whirl form. The whirl can be conceived as the visual expression encapsulating the idea
of modern movement, be it existential, metaphorical or concrete. It is the movement of
modernism towards an abstract goal, movement of an industrialising city and its people, the
strolling flâneur, as well as the existential and chaotic ‘movement’ of a person’s thoughts,
which are reminiscent of Charles Baudelaire’s descriptions of the painter of modern life. The
modern painter is ‘moving, hurrying, searching’, they have an active imagination, they reveal
the enduring from the fleeting, they are pursuing something called modernity.119
Instead of being interested in drawing psychological or social portraits or genre
paintings, Blomstedt was intrigued by something deeper. Perhaps during this research my
focus has been too much on comparing Mondrian’s thoughts to Blomstedt’s, yet again I
cannot refrain from drawing parallels between how Blomstedt writes about his whirls and
how Mondrian saw the unveiling of truth. Blomstedt wrote:
Is it like this [a small drawing of a whirl], because people’s identities do not interest me
artistically as much as the ‘weight’ of their presence as such etc.120
This text accompanies ‘People at a bus stop’. In this drawing, people have turned into whirls,
resembling hurricanes or torpedos, their spiral forms moving in horizontal and diagonal
lines around their axes. It is as if they have somehow been reduced from excess or stripped
of their mimetic features, which can be compared to Mondrian’s vision of removing ‘veils’
of appearance in order to manifest truth.121 This is one interpretation of Blomstedt’s idea of
portraying not identities but the more abstract concept of the relations of their presences

114 Pessi Rautio. ‘How I learned to look’, in Timo Valjakka (ed.), Juhana Blomstedt. Helsinki: WSOY,
2007, (142–48) 146.
115 Timo Valjakka. ‘Maalaus voi vain ehdottaa’, in Timo Valjakka (ed.), Juhana Blomstedt. Helsinki:
WSOY, 2007, (7– 58) 7–8.
116 Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 23 July 1974. 5/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
117 ‘Ihmisiä bussipysäkillä’. Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 23 July 1974. 5/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
118 ‘rugby man’. Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook. 5/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
119 Charles Baudelaire. ‘Modernin elämän maalari’. Trans. Kimmo Pasanen, in Jaakko Lintinen (ed.),
Modernin ulottuvuuksia. Jyväskylä: Gummerus, 1989, (24–62) 37.
120 ‘Onkohan näin [pieni piirros hyrrästä] siksi, ettei ihmisten identiteetti kiinnosta minua taiteellisesti
niinkään, kuin heidän läsnäolonsa “paino” sellaisenaan etc.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 23 July
1974. 5/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
121 Mark A. Cheetham. The Rhetoric of Purity: Essentialist Theory and the Advent of Abstract Painting.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991, 44.
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Juhana Blomstedt, ‘People at a bus stop’,
from notebook 5. Juhana Blomstedt Archive.
Archive Collections, Finnish National Gallery
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen

Juhana Blomstedt, ‘Change’ and ‘rugby man’,
from notebook 5. Juhana Blomstedt Archive.
Archive Collections, Finnish National Gallery
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen

within the picture. Perhaps Blomstedt still saw them as somehow portraits in their bare
essences, as he referred to them as figures122 and titled his finished pieces accordingly. The
whirls resemble simultaneously humans and non-objective movement, produced by a cyclone
or wind.123
Perhaps this ‘bobbin’ is a concentration, the plastic synthesis of an altered presence,
meaning ‘being’, in the way I understand and realise it. To place it within different
‘situations’ would be an ‘object’ given to the ‘world’, a given universe which would then
be as pure a manifestation of a fundamental perception as possible without which
thinking and perceiving, in fact, all dialectic, would be impossible.124
122 Valorinta, ‘Minneapolis – Babylon’, 25.
123 Harald Arnkil. Juhana Blomstedt. Espoo: Weilin + Göös, 1989, 40.
124 ‘Peut être cette “bobine” est la concentrations, syntése plastique d’une présence changée, c’est a
dire “être”, dans le dus que je l’entaud et la réalise. De la mettre dans differentes “situations” serait
“object” donné dans un “monde”, univers donné qui c’est a dire la manifestation aussi pure que
possible d’une dualité fundamentale sans la quelle pensér et pérception, au faite, toute dialectique
suaient impossibles.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 22 May 1976. 5/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
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A page from Juhana
Blomstedt’s notebook 9,
September 1974. Juhana
Blomstedt Archive. Archive
Collections, Finnish National
Gallery
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Pirje Mykkänen

In this passage from Blomstedt’s French notes, the artist used the term ‘pure’. What is a
‘pure manifestation of a fundamental perception’? He refers to his ‘bobbins’, his whirls, as
concentrations of being, strengthening the idea that he saw the whirl as the physical essence
of a person. Could ‘pure’ in this case be interpreted as the same kind of purity that Greenberg
referred to? That by reducing all excess there remains just the pure form? Not unusually,
Blomstedt’s writings retain a certain mysteriousness, their full meanings remaining obscure.
The whirl is a kind of a limbo, hovering between figurative and non-figurative.
The whirl is linked to questions of existence, which Blomstedt himself points out
in his notebook. One page shows an outline of a figure equalled to a whirl. The artist has
drawn a question mark after the whirl. Was he looking for the line between a person and
its shadow, the bare essence that remains of a person within a space when every individual
quality and mimetic relation to an identity has been removed? Is he asking: in what ways
are a whirl and a person similar, what qualities do they share? What I see in his whirls is the
restlessness reflected in the constant yet static movement of the whirlwind. Someone might
argue that when a bobbin stops moving it falls to its side, dead. Yet, a whirlwind unmoving
is a whirlwind that has a moment of piece and of rest, which can be associated with a calm,
meditative state of mind. Whatever meanings or associations might be imposed on the whirls,
arguably the movement and the sense of rhythm the figures create remain central. In 1977
Blomstedt wrote:
An ‘abstract’ rhythm onto a surface always gives me the association of a person, even
though the parts cannot be individually named, a certain kind of posture, and I cannot
work without this ‘support’. Even the simplest i.e. horizontal lines’ three-beat rhythm - _ means to me three consecutive vocal accents or a ‘posture’. As has been said, abstract art
does not exist, at least not for me!125

125 ‘“Abstraktista” rytmistä pinnalle tulee minulle [minulla?] aina mieleen ihminen, vaikkei jäseniä
yksitellen voisikaan nimetä, jonkinlainen ilmaiseva asento, enkä voi työskennellä ilman tätä “tukea”.
Yksinkertaisinkaan esim. horisontaalisten viivojen kolmipoljento – _ – on minulle kolme perättäistä
äänenpainoa tai “asento”. Kuten sanottu abstraktia taidetta ei ole olemassakaan, ainakaan minulle!’
Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook 3, January 1977. 10/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
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Blomstedt could not be clearer about the fact that he does not believe in the existence
of abstract art. Or perhaps he does not consider the concept meaningful? Still, he displays a
great understanding of a person’s limits of knowledge, making his epistemological solipsism
crystal clear by stating that it is solely his own disposition, and not necessarily one of universal
validity that ‘abstract art does not exist’. What is to be made of this statement? Are we hence
to be compelled to associate his pictures with our own references to the ‘real’ world? Perhaps
we as spectators are explicitly encouraged to approach Blomstedt’s paintings however we
wish, for example as places. In his correspondence with a representative of St James Press Ltd,
Blomstedt describes it thus:
My paintings are places. If for example a fly happened to sit down on one of them, it
would be right.126
However firmly the dichotomy of abstract and representational art sticks in our minds,
perhaps Blomstedt’s artworks could teach us to see beyond that dichotomy. They may be
looked at as suggestions to consider a painting as place.

The form
‘It has slowly become clear to me […] that form is a process rather than a projection’,
Blomstedt wrote to Pallasmaa in 1977.127 Blomstedt habitually returned to the same issue
of form and content. In a letter to his friend Pekka Suhonen, Blomstedt reflected upon form,
precisely in terms of its meaning for him. He wrote of form as ‘mostly an unconscious process’,
which according to him results from admitting to oneself that we know only a fraction of
ourselves and instead everything we do, especially painting, is governed by collective memory
and archetypes.128 What these archetypes are precisely, or what exactly is meant by collective
memory, remains unclear in his writings. It may be a bit far-fetched, but to me archetypes
and collective memory connect to ideas of cultural tradition and learned mannerisms and
world-views, which in this case happen to be in a European or more broadly, Western context.
Consequently, breaking free from a tradition means acknowledging its existence and to
some extent being familiar with its content. The lack of tradition is something that Blomstedt
considered in relation to American art, saying that in contrast to European tradition since the
Renaissance at least, American artists have to build upon their short history.129
Blomstedt’s notebooks and sketches contain a fair amount of still-lifes, and he has
given their nature some thought. In 1979, he wrote:
Classical still-life, perhaps apart from the Cubists’ early attempts, is impossible in that
there necessarily arises associative or anecdotal relations between the objects, which
destroys pictoriality, the picture as an object, an entity.130
One can, again, draw a comparison with ‘purity’ here. A painting ‘purified’ in a way
becomes a display of its material qualities, whereas in painting those qualities can also
be hidden behind the narrative, whose tool is the imagination of the spectator. In other

126 Juhana Blomstedt’s letter to a representative of St James Press Ltd, 19 September 1975. File 2:
drafts & copies of letters 2. JBA. AC, FNG.
127 ’Minulle on hitaasti selvinnyt […], että muoto on prosessi eikä projektio.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s letter
to Juhani Pallasmaa, Paris 18 March 1977. File 2: drafts & copies of letters 3. JBA. AC, FNG.
128 Juhana Blomstedt’s letter to Pekka Suhonen, Paris 13 April 1977. File 2: drafts & copies of letters 2.
JBA. AC, FNG.
129 Douillard, ‘Elämää muovikuutiossa’.
130 ‘Klassillinen asetelma, ehkä kubistien varhaisia yrityksiä lukuun ottamatta, on mahdoton siinä, että
esineiden välille syntyy välttämättä assosiatiivisia tai muita anekdoottisia suhteita, mikä tuhoaa
kuvallisuuden, taulun esineenä, entiteettinä.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 22 February 1979.
10/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
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Juhana Blomstedt, sketches for the series Condition Humaine, 26 November 1975,
marker on paper, 23,5cm x 32,8cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen

words, narrative destroys the picture as an object, which is, according to Blomstedt, why
still-lifes are impossible. At the other end of the spectrum is the ‘pure’ painting, free from
anecdotal relations. ‘Pure’ reads as the self-referential art object – autonomous and free
from the vulgarities of modern life.131 ‘Pure’ painting strives in its media for self-sufficiency
and self-definition.132 ‘Anecdotal relations between the objects’ suggests objects creating
a narrative through sharing the same space. Materiality relates to the issue of content and
form in that emphasising one or the other in painting has an impact on whether or not its
material qualities become a significant element in its reception. The more ‘non-figurative’ a
painting is, the more pictorial qualities it obtains. In this case figurativeness would increase
these ‘anecdotal relations’, whereby the painting loses the flatness of its surface.
Consequently, Blomstedt’s thought process revolved around pictoriality and he worked
with painting’s object-like qualities. Perhaps this was the way for him to achieve a ‘pathoslike truthfulness’.133 It is likely that the autonomy of painting in its medium played a role in
Blomstedt’s artistic thinking, because something like that is suggested in two very similarsounding entries from 1974 and 1976 respectively. In 1974 Blomstedt wrote that ’[a] painting
is first the argument and secondly the (that is, untouched) elaboration taking place within this
argument’134. Two years later he wrote that ‘[a] painting is an argument in a fully virginal state,
not an overladen plea’.135

131
132
133
134

Marshall Berman. All That Is Solid Melts Into Air. England: Penguin Books, 1988, 30.
Greenberg, ‘Modernistinen maalaustaide’, 134–35.
Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 15 November 1974. 6/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
‘[T]aulu on ensimmäinen väite ja toiseksi tämän väitteen sisällä tapahtuva (siis koskematon)
kehittely.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 18 May 1974. 5/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
135 ‘Taulu on argumentti täysin neitseellisessä tilassa, eikä mikään ylikuormattu puolustuspuhe.’ Juhana
Blomstedt’s notebook, 1976. 9/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
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Some of Blomstedt’s works definitely utilise more or less figurative elements. Yet
it would be misleading to try to figure out a content separate from form in his paintings,
because for him, they meant one and the same. Blomstedt was astonished at the mere
thought of ‘giving form’ to a pre-existing content:
‘Content and form’! An aberrant confrontation! ‘Give form’ implies ‘content’. This in art,
however, cannot be anything predestined, anything to be formulated in other ways. By
the way: The form of what? Besides: If there already exists a ‘content’, why should it be
given a form of any other kind? ‘Form’ is content.136
The sole idea of having to give form to a content had become incomprehensible to him. This
places Blomstedt within the same modernist tradition as Mondrian and Malevich. In fact,
Blomstedt writes about form as content in a very similar manner to Mondrian, who in his
1936 essay ‘Plastic Art and Pure Plastic Art’ writes that that which one wants to express in the
plastic arts is the same as the means of its construction.137 It is not so different from saying
that content equals form. To follow on, it becomes meaningless to separate content from form
in Blomstedt’s work.
This article has focussed on drawings from the beginning and middle of the 1970s.
Briefly, towards the end of the decade Blomstedt created paintings that could be likened to
windows or places, such as View of Summer (1978), Bretagne (1978) and Midday (1978).
These resemble minimalist window frames, yet they become windows in a symbolist manner
only – offering views to nothing but themselves. Blomstedt invites us to a place of the painting
as an object itself, to experience it as a place for the mind and eye to wander. The question of
what they represent becomes meaningless.

Conclusion
From the combination of Juhana Blomstedt’s writings and drawings made between 1971
and 1980 it emerges that in the first years of the decade, when he taught temporarily in
Minneapolis, he focussed on physiological optics resulting in drawings depicting various grids
used as bases for artworks such as Composition III (1971) and the black-and-white serigraphy
series Minneapolis I–III (1971–72). A few years later, Blomstedt’s thinking developed towards
subjective expression as he was of the opinion that the highly optic works as in the grids,
while being in terms of theory perfectly executed, nevertheless left the viewer cold.
Thus, as his views changed, so did his expression. The sources for his works came
from the real world, its landscapes and people, which in the mid-decade become signs of
movement, whirls. Whirls are the central theme in artworks such as the oil painting Three
Persons (1975–76). Blomstedt’s writings reveal that he possessed an intense will to expose
his sense of truth or reality. Therefore the writings constitute an elemental part of his work,
from the point of view of formulating to himself his thoughts, visions and concerns about art,
whether these were more personal or general. His writings reveal a self-awareness and an
ability in artistic self-reflection and analysis thereof. They are acutely in alignment with the
assertion that painting is a mental matter.
To conclude, in light of the archive material studied for this article, Juhana Blomstedt’s
art theoretical thought during the 1970s can be seen to have revolved around questions of
form, content, expression, abstraction, subjectivity, truth and optics. He systematically studied
forms such as whirls and grids by drawing variations of them over and over again. Some of the
issues he pursued, such as being able to convey in his paintings his sense of truth or pathos,

136 ’“Sisältö ja muoto”! Harhautunut vastakkainasettelu! “Antaa muoto” implikoi “sisällön”. Tämä
ei kuitenkaan taiteessa voi olla mitään ennalta määrättyä, muilla keinoin formuloitavissa olevaa.
Muuten: Minkä muoto? Sitä paitsi: Jos jo on “sisältö”, miksi sille pitäisi antaa jokin muu muoto?
“Muoto” on sisältö.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 18 June 1979. 10/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
137 Mondrian, ‘Plastic Art and Pure Plastic Art’, 292.
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are more ambiguous and intangible in nature, whereas his studies of optics were directly
reflected in his works. To be not just an artist, but also a thinker and a writer, formed an
essential part of Blomstedt’s life as an artist. This article began with Blomstedt’s own voice, so
I will also close it in the same manner:
In a way I feel like I am being torn between fruitless perfectionism and a subjective
dream. In the end this must be the fate of all artists, some kind of requirement of
painting, a tension through which this whole metaphysical activity that we call
painting, is born.138
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138 ‘Jollain lailla minusta tuntuu kuin minua revittäisiin hedelmättömän perfektionismin ja
subjektiivisen unen välillä. Loppujen lopuksi tämä on kai kaikkien taiteilijoiden kohtalo, jonkinlainen
maalaustaiteen edellytys, jännite josta koko tämä metafyysinen aktiviteetti, jota me kutsumme
maalaustaiteeksi, syntyy.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s letter to Sam Vanni, Paris 27 March 1977. File 2:
drafts & copies of letters 2. JBA. AC, FNG.

